Proven commercial solution
to the global waste tyre
problem with a negative
carbon footprint
GDTC is raising $5m to continue the expansion of the
Warren plant for which a current shareholder, The
Motor Traders Association of Queensland has
committed $1.5m

Introducing Green Distillation Technologies
GDTC is an Australian company
that has developed a
proprietary process to convert
End of Life Tyres (ELT) into the
saleable commodities of
carbon, oil and steel.

With a negative carbon footprint
and no harmful emissions, GDTC
fits perfectly into the 'Circular
Economy

GDTC technology is unique and
has key commercial and technical
benefits over the pyrolysis
process used elsewhere around
the world

The technology is proven and
commercialised

Critical is processing of whole
tyres at low temperatures
producing higher quality
commodity outputs.

The first plant is partially
constructed at Warren, NSW

GDTC is raising $5m to continue
the expansion of the Warren plant
for which a current shareholder,
The Motor Traders Association of
Queensland has committed $1.5m

A further capital raising of up to
$25m is planned for early 2023 to
accelerate the roll out of plants
across Australia
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The Opportunity
THIS IS WHAT 56 MILLION TYRES LOOK LIKE
THAT’S HOW MANY ARE GENERATED IN AUSTRALIA THIS YEAR

26 million passenger vehicle & truck waste tyres generated each year in Australia
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Opportunity Summary
ELT are a global problem with 1.7b
generated annually

ln Australia there are 26m
passenger vehicle and truck
waste tyres generated each
year
Tyre Stewardship Australia has
estimated that 71% of these tyres
were exported, predominantly to
India & Asia

Due to Australian Federal
Legislation, the number of
waste tyres to be disposed of
in Australia will double from
January 2022

Return on capital is highly
attractive

Five year roadmap to create
business with EBITDA of $66.5m
GDTC plans to establish at
least 7 plants in Australia
which would accommodate
40% of the available ELT

A further 11% were either
landfilled, stockpiled or dumped
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The Technology - history
The 'Destructive Distillation' process was developed by an Australian, Denis Randall who has extensive
experience in the oil and gas, chemical and waste to energy space
ln 2015 the technology was recognised by the prestigious Edison Awards in the U.S. GDT is the only Australian
company to ever receive an Edison award for innovation.

carbon 47%
oil 33%
Converts used tyres
into saleable commodities
with a negative carbon footprint

steel 20%
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Technology - Proven and Commercialised
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Business Strategy
1. Rapid rollout of Australian Plants –
car & truck market
• Completion of first plant at Warren
• Construct plant two at Toowoomba –
permitted & shovel ready
• Secure a third site in Victoria
• Four more plant sites identified

2. Expand to Select O/S Markets – car
& truck market
• ELT disposal a global problem
• Discussions under way U.S.A., UK and Middle
East

3. Expand into other Rubber Feedstocks
• The GDT process can be used on many forms
of rubber waste
• Have an existing JV with Australia's largest
distributor of mining tyres. Prototype plant
planned for Queensland.
• Other potential products include forklift tyres,
mining ore bin liners, hydraulic hoses and
escalator handrails.
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The Australian Car/Truck Tyre Disposal
From December 2021 the Federal
Market
26m ELT generated annually in
Government has banned export of whole
Australia - approximately
350,000t per annum

ELT; the volume of tyres to be
processed in Australia will double

33%

38%

115,000t
Whole baled
and exported

132,000t
Chipped and exported

In 2019, 71% of these were
mainly exported to India & Asian
countries. China has banned
imported waste products such
as plastics and tyres
Source: Tyre Stewardship Australia Report. June 2020

11%

36,000t
Landfilled, stockpiled &
dumped

18%

The seven plants planned for
Australia will process 140,000t
of ELT - just 40% of the
available volumes

65,000t
Processed in Australia
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Rollout of Australian Plants
GDT has plans for 7 plants in Australia (including the existing plant at Warren in NSW) plus a possible 2 further
locations

Key Factors in Selecting
Sites
•

Proximity to ELT Sources
- Tyre retailers, ELT stock
piles, landfill etc…

•

Availability of efficient
transport
- Proximity to interstate
rail freight lines & road
transport

•

Capital Cost of Land
- Plant sites are typically
not in CBD locations due
to high land costs

•

Existence of Active Local
Government Recycling
Programs

QLD
•
•

Toowoomba – 1 plant
Barcaldine – 1 plant

WA
•

Colle - 1 plant

SA
•

Elizabeth ‐ 1 plant

Victoria
•
•
Key
• Secured
• Pipeline
• Possible

Geelong Corridor - 1 plant
Gippsland - 1 plant

NSW
•
•
•

Warren ‐ 1 plant
Wagga Wagga - 1 plant
Newcastle ‐ 1 plant
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Overseas Markets
Huge growth potential exists internationally for GDTC’s technology. GDTC is discussions for Joint
Venture operations in USA, UK, S. America and Kuwait

Asia
• Japan
125m ELTs/yr
• Thailand
30m ELTs/yr
• Indonesia
80m ELTs/yr
• Malaysia
14m ELTs/yr

North America
• USA & Canada
- 300m ELT/yr
- Potential partner identified

Europe
• UK
- 50m ELT/yr
- Potential partner identified
• Rest of Europe
700m ELT/yr

Middle East
• Large stockpiles
• Partner discussions
underway

Sth America
Chile, Peru, Columbia
- 200m ELT/yr
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Opportunities for Other Rubber Feedstocks
• The GDTC destructive distillation process works on many different forms of rubber feedstock.
• It has been successfully demonstrated on whole mining tyres.
• Forklift tyres have now been successfully processed. Further tests underway to determine the quality and
quantity of the off-takes.
• Mining ore bin liners have also been successfully processed with the output being 60% steel.
• Further potential remains in items such as escalator handrails and hydraulic hoses
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Regulatory Environment
•

On the 1st December 2021 Australian Federal
Government legislation banned the export of
whole baled waste tyres.

•

This change effectively doubles the volume of
waste tyres that require processing within
Australia.

•

In January 2022 the Indian Government has
issued a draft regulation that prohibits the
import of waste tyres destined for pyrolysis
plants.

•

This will see yet further significant volumes
requiring processing in Australia.

•

There is currently insufficient disposal
capacity in Australia to cater for these
volumes.

Source: https://www.tyreandrubberrecycling.com/latest-news/posts/2022/january/india-isclosing-the-door/
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Australian Competitors
COMPANY
METHOD

Shredding &
Crumbing

Pyrolysis &
Crumbing

Crumbing

Pyrolysis

Crumbing

Destructive
Distillation

Tech Proven
Low Input
Costs
Lucrative
markets
for all
outputs
No Toxic
by-products
Plant
operational
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Alternative Disposal Options
Recycling & Landfill
• Recycling or re-processing represents just 18% of
the ELT generated each year
• Landfill as a disposal option still represents around
9% of the market.
• Landfill costs in the greater metropolitan areas of
capital cities range from $600t to $1900t

Limitations of Chipping, Crumbing & Pyrolysis
• Tyre crumbing is high cost
- Energy intensive
- Removal of steel prior to processing
• Limited market for crumbing end product
- Finite markets for playground and sporting
surfaces
• Toxic End product
- Toxic chemicals remain in rubber through
crumbing process
- Banned already in some States in the U.S
for use in playgrounds

• Shredding and Crumbing is not
recycling
• Pyrolysis is a high cost process
- Removal of steel prior to
processing
- High energy cost
• Pyrolysis produces lower value
end commodities
- Low flashpoint light oil yields
lower prices
- Carbon char requires milling
and pelletising
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Plant 1 - Warren, NSW
• Modular in design, construction of the first unit complete.
Production from this module is 420kg per hour, equivalent
to 44 passenger car tyres.
• A completed plant consists of six modules each operating
independently; maximum flexibility in performing
scheduled maintenance
• The six module design is based of the volume of ELTs
within a catchment area that can economically be
transported to the site. The number of modules in a plant
can be increased to support greater volumes.
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Plant 1 - Warren, NSW

Graphic of fully completed plant

• The second and third modules are expected to be completed October 2022.
• With three modules the plant will operate 24/7
• The remaining three modules are scheduled for completion by the end of June 2023
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Commodity Off Take - Carbon
•

Most widely used industrial chemical in the world

•

Recovered carbon black (rCB) sought after worldwide
for industrial applications

•

The GDT rCB can be readily sold as a blend or as a
substitute for N660 grade carbon powder which
currently sells for over US$800/t

•

GDT rCB has been proven in some polymer
applications

•

Other options including use in friction materials and
feedstock for conversion to graphite and graphene are
under development

•

Carbon is the 'sleeping giant' with significant upside
potential from alternative uses

carbon 47%
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Commodity Off Take - Oil
•

The GDT oil is mixed hydrocarbon and can therefore be
refined into various fuel fractions

•

Can be blended with fossil fuel diesel at the legislated
rate of 0.5% without any loss of power

•

Substitute or blend with diesel for the manufacture of
explosives in the mining industry

•

Raw material in the manufacture of monomers and
polymers

•

ln its simplest form international oil traders will
currently underpin the purchase GDT oil for U.S. $220t
ex works

•

oil 33%

Discussions underway with potential Australian buyers
indicate prices could be substantially higher
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Commodity Off Take - Steel
•
•
•
•
•
•

Steel recycling is an established global industry
Steel emerges from the GDT process as a 'clean'
product
ln high demand due to its quality
Local scrap steel market well developed
Use as feedstock into steel blast furnaces
Current rate being achieved is over $360t

steel 20%
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IP Protected as a Trade Secret
Technology kept as
a ‘trade secret’ and
deliberately NOT
patented

Reactor control
software (critical to
plant performance)
developed in-house

Patent is publicly discoverable, allows
others to copy and compete

Controlled centrally
Separated from operating plants

Legal recourse costly, may not deliver
desired result in some jurisdictions
Successful construction and operation
of GDT’s commercial module in NSW
provides defensive protection against
similar third party patent

Strict confidentiality/IP
documentation
With all counterparties, including
employees

Worldwide patent
search conducted
regularly to ensure
GDT know how remains
secured

No one fabricator builds
entire plant
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Management team

John
Fletcher
Executive
Chairman
CEO Brambles 19932001
CEO Coles Myer 2001-2007
Non Executive Director
Telstra 2000-2006
Average annual Total
Shareholder Return of
30% for 14 years as a CEO

Trevor Bayley
Founder & COO
Owner/Director of Japsco
Australia and Japsco
Japan
Specialist skills in
projects/alliances for
Asian multinationals
operating internationally
Masters degree in
Sociology
UK

Rob
Murray
CFO
30 years in accounting
and finance
Senior roles in gas
industry, energy and
manufacturing businesses
BSc in Economics &
Statistics

Note: Concurrent with the capital raising, a search has commenced for an experienced CEO capable of leading GDTC through the
plant rollouts and overseas development
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Management team

Melanie Leydin
Company
Secretary
25 years in Secretarial
and Accounting positions
Experience in resources,
biosciences and biotech
companies
Chartered Accountant &
Registered Company
Auditor

Robert Papov
Engineering
Over 20 years experience in
managing engineering
groups, project
management, plant design
and commissioning.
Many years employed by 2 of
Australia’s largest
engineering companies
serving the automotive,
metals, aerospace and
defence industries.
Bachelor of Mechanical
Engineering

Farhad
Hossain
Plant
Manager
Warren
Early work experience in
Bangladesh
Two years research in
Malaysia and Australia on
renewable fuels
Joined GDT in 2018
Master Science degree in
Mechanical Engineering
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Capital Cost of a Plant
Economic Model – Single Plant Volume
Tyre Disposal Fee

$ per tonne A$000s

19,367

250

4,841

Carbon

9,064

450

4,078

Oil

6,449

278

1,791

Steel

3,777

360

1,359

Commodity Revenue

• The cost of a six module plant capable of
processing over 658,000 tyres per annum is
$13m

TOTAL REVENUE

12,071

Cost of Sales

• ln addition, two plants will have equipment
installed to refine the carbon to N660 grade
quality. This substantially increases the selling
price of the carbon. Capital for this equipment is
$1.75m

Labour

1,475

Repairs & Maintenance

1,000

Rent & taxes

300

• The completed Warren plant will likely be
capitalised at $14m as it has borne substantial
development costs which will be non-recurring
in future Plants

Other

205

Electricity
Oil

Gross Profit
Variable Admin Costs

347
59

8,685
180

EBITDA

8,505

Depreciation

1,300

EBIT

7,205

NPAT

5,224

CAPEX

13,000

RETURN ON CAPITAL

40%

Note: Two plants, Warren and Elizabeth to have carbon refinement equipment
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Summary Financial Forecasts
000s

ACTUAL

FORECAST

REVENUE

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

Gate fees

1

39

3,005

5,666

16,329

31,029

41,640

Commodity Sales

0

25

4,275

8,453

25,051

48,661

65,919

TOTAL

1

64

7,280

14,119

41,381

79,690

107,558

Direct Costs

0

-244

-2,193

-4,779

-13,337

-25,176

-33,766

Gross Margin

1

-181

5,087

9,340

28,044

54,513

73,792

Overheads

-1,984

-1,464

-3,452

-5,132

-6,202

-6,905

-7,258

EBITDA

-1,983

-1,644

1,635

4,209

21,842

47,608

66,534

-117

-23

-19

-2,596

-5,163

-10,321

-13,533

EBIT

-2,100

-1,667

1,615

1,613

16,229

37,307

53,001

NPAT

-1,699

-2,036

1,303

1,189

11,019

24,729

37,033

0.6

1.2

3.8

7.9

11.0

Depreciation

No of Plants
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Capital Raise & Use of Funds
Offering $5m in equity
Equity
• $5m @ 24c per share

Anticipated Future Raise
• $25m most likely through an IPO in
February 2023

Use of funds – Priority Offer
Warren plant

$2.5m

Working Capital

$2.5m

Use of funds – IPO
Warren plant

$4.8m

Carbon processor $1.8m
Toowoomba plant $13.0m
Projects

$0.5m

Plant 3

$4.0m

Working Capital

$0.9m
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GREG WALL

Director, Bluemount Capital
+61 487 174 663
greg.wall@bluemountcapital.com

ROSS MCDOWALL

Thank you.

Director, Bluemount Capital
+61 417 481 519
ross.mcdowall@bluemountcapital.com

BlueMount Capital (Sydney) Pty Ltd (BlueMount Capital) (ACN 098 335 445) AR under AFSL 456663 is acting as corporate advisor of the Placement. BlueMount Capital and their respective directors, employees or agents, make no recommendation as to whether you should participate in the fund raising by the
Company nor do they make any recommendation or warranty concerning the Placement notes, or accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information provided or the future performance of the Company. This publication is intended to provide background information only and does not purport to cover all
information relevant to a potential investment in the Company.
This publication does not make any recommendation upon which you may reasonably rely without taking further and more specific advice. Potential investors must make their own independent assessment and investigation of the opportunity and should not rely on any statement, or the adequacy or accuracy
of the information provided by BlueMount Capital. Notes of small to mid-sized companies typically involve a higher degree of risk compared to securities of larger and more established companies. As such, an investment in the Company must be considered as speculative. BlueMount Capital and persons
associated with them may have an interest in the securities of the Company and may earn fees and other benefits and advantages, whether pecuniary or not and whether direct or indirect, in connection with the Placement. This publication is confidential and no part of it may be reproduced or distributed in
any manner without permission of BlueMount Capital.
This publication is not a disclosure document under Chapter 6D of the Corporations Act or a PDS under Part 7.9 of the Corporations Act and has not been lodged with the Australian Securities and Investments Commission. This publication is only for persons who are Sophisticated or Professional Investors for
the purposes of section 708 of the Corporations Act and a wholesale client for the purposes of section 761G of the Corporations Act and is not for distribution to any other person.
This publication contains summary information about Green Distillation Technologies (Company) a company incorporated in Australia and is current as of 13 September 2021. The information in this publication is of general background and does not purport to be complete. This publication is not and should not
be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to purchase or subscribe for any securities. Any securities recommendation contained in this publication is unsolicited general information only. Company is not aware that any recipient intends to rely on this publication or of the manner in which
recipient intends to use it. This publication does not purport to contain all the information required to evaluate a potential investment in the Company and does not take into consideration the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any individual recipient. Investors should conduct their
own independent review, investigation and analysis and obtain their own professional advice before making an investment decision. The information in this document does not constitute financial product advice (nor investment, taxation or legal advice).
This publication has been prepared based on information available at the time of preparation. No representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy or completeness of the information, opinions and conclusions contained in this publication.
Some of the statements appearing in this publication are in the nature of forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements can generally be identified by the use of forward-looking words such as “expect, “should”, “could”, “may”, “predict”, “plan”, “will”, “believe”, “forecast”, “estimate”, “target” and
other similar expressions. Indications of, and guidance on, future earnings and financial position and performance are also forward-looking statements. You should be aware that such statements are only predictions and are based on assumptions concerning and are subject to inherent risks and uncertainties.
Those risks and uncertainties include factors and risks specific to the industry in which Company operates as well as general economic conditions, prevailing exchange rates and interest rates and conditions in the financial markets.
Forward-looking statements including projections, guidance on future earnings and estimates are provided as a general guide only and should not be relied upon as an indication or guarantee of future performance. Actual events or results may differ materially from the events or results expressed or implied in
any forward-looking statement. Neither Company, BlueMount Capital or their officers or any person involved in the preparation of this publication makes any representation or warranty (expressed or implied) as to the accuracy or likelihood of fulfilment of any forward-looking statement, or any events or
results expressed or implied in any forward-looking statement, except to the extent required by law. You are cautioned not to place undue reliance on any forward- looking statement. The forward-looking statements in this publication reflect Company’s views as at the date of this publication.
To the maximum extent permitted by law, Company or their related bodies corporate (as that term is defined in the Corporations Act) and the officers, directors, employees, advisers and agents of those entities do not accept any responsibility or liability including, without limitation, any liability arising from
fault or negligence on the part of any person, for any loss arising from the use of the publication or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with it.
Any opinions, forecasts or recommendations reflects the judgment and assumptions of Company as at the date of the publication and may change without notice.
This document is not a prospectus or other offering document and does not contain all of the information which would be required to be disclosed in a prospectus or other offering document. It has not been filed or otherwise registered with ASIC, ASX or any other regulatory authority and is not approved by
any such authority.
JURISDICTIONAL DISCLAIMER
This publication is not an offer of securities, and does not apply in any jurisdiction where, or to any person to whom, it would not be lawful to issue securities. If you access this publication or our websites from locations outside Australia, you do so at your own initiative and are responsible for compliance with
local fundraising laws.
No action has been taken to register or qualify the securities of companies published in this publication or our websites or otherwise to permit a public offering of the securities on offer in any jurisdiction outside Australia.
Further, this publication and our website www.bluemountcapital.com do not constitute an offer to sell, a solicitation of, or an invitation to subscribe for or to buy, securities in the United States to or in relation to any U.S. person (as defined in Regulation S under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (“the
U.S. Securities Act”) other than an accredited investor as defined in or pursuant to Regulation D thereof.
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